
Investigative Services for Attorneys and their Clients:
 
What we do:

Digital Forensics (Computer & Cell Phone): The digital forensic process involves the seizure, acquisition/extraction, and examination/analysis of 
digital media. Digital evidence can be used to connect evidence to a specific individual, and can help determine alibis, intent, sources, or determine the 
authenticity of digital material. Our multi-million-dollar equipped lab is in-house, and our expertise surpasses all others.

Surveillance: We document what the subject is doing, where they are, and who they’re with.  Our surveillance services include mobile/vehicle, static, 
automated, electronic, and aerial surveillance.

Investigations: All investigative case types have been expertly executed during our 50 plus years in business.

Cyber Security and Incident Response: Services include: basic, recurring, and advanced network security/vulnerability assessment; network and sys-
tems hardening; policy planning, development, and enforcement; corrective action planning; employee training; data protection; and disaster recovery 
planning. 

Asset Determinations: Bank/brokerage searches (US and international) and real property, vehicle, art, and other asset determination.

Armed Security (& Off-Duty Police): Prudential Associates is the east coast’s largest department approved employer of off-duty police in security and 
protective roles, including: on-site 24/7 security; armed transport/driver; executive protection; and kidnap/ransom contingency.  Our law enforcement 
staff also delivers tier-1 expert training in active shooter response, firearms safety, and first aid.

Why you and your clients need us:

1. You cannot do expert digital forensics exams yourselves and you DO need accurate, thorough and credible technical investigations performed that 
withstand the other side’s expert’s scrutiny. 

2. More and stronger evidence/proof of your claims equals a stronger and more compelling case, thus a greater likelihood of success at trial and/or in 
negotiations. There is a return on investment (ROI) and it can be substantial. Try not having such evidence when the other side does for “proof” of 
this concept. 

3. Our services make your clients safer and less vulnerable to claims, injury, damage and loss. The first step in the client achieving that risk-reduced 
state of existence is making us a part of your team.  

4. Everyone needs more intelligence. Intelligence acquisition regarding vulnerabilities/risks, relevant actions of others, and defensive options is worth 
its weight in gold to clients, as are the corollary strategic and tactical solutions based on that intelligence that Prudential Associates can implement 
for the client.  

5. We make your cases stronger, more likely to succeed, and your efforts for your client more valuable. We make your client less vulnerable and the 
opposing sides case more so. 

9900 Belward Campus Drive, Suite 225, Rockville, Maryland 20850
email: info@prudentialassociates.com | phone: 301-279-6700 | fax: 301-251-0670 | toll free: 1-877-279-6700
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